For 'Top' Campus Honor

By Bruno Kidd

Who is the ugliest man on the campus? Every student will be allowed to put his put his two cents in to answer that one. In fact he won't have to put out much more than that.

Again this year, Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring the ugliest man on the campus. Freshmen, sophomores, juniors, or seniors will get this highly esteemed ballot box since all proceeds will go to charity.
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New Recall Regulations Cited For Commissioned Reservists

Recent information received by the Military Department from the Department of the Army concerning application for recall to extended active duty is of interest to veteran students who hold reserve army commissions. Effective immediately all volunteers for recall to extended active duty from an inactive status will submit applications and allied papers direct to the Adjutant General ATTENTION: AGPR-D, Washington, D. C. Each applicant will submit applications and allied papers direct to the Adjutant General, ATTENTION: AGPR-D, Washington, D. C. Each applicant will submit their telegraphic advice direct to the officer in the Army or Air Force medical facilities for applicants who have not reached their fortieth birthday. Applicants who have reached their fortieth birthday must secure the required final type physical examination at the nearest Army or Air Force medical facilities and may not be examined at a recruiting main station.

CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

THE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
offers
"Technical Training for Industry"
Complete Course in 17 Months

THE MOST NEEDED TRAINING IN THE SOUTH
CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

THE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
CHAMBLEE, GEORGIA
Cherokee 4418

"BE A TECHNICIAN"
—Ask The Student Who Is Becoming One—

PROVE CAMEL MILDNESS
IN YOUR "T-ZONE!"

PROOF FOR YOURSELF WHAT THROAT SPECIALISTS REPORTED WHEN
30-Day smoking test revealed
NO THROAT IRRITATION
due to smoking CAMELS!

In this test, hundreds of men and women smoked Camels—and only Camels—for 30 consecutive days. Each week, their throats were examined by noted throat specialists—a total of 2470 exacting examinations. From coast to coast, these throat specialists reported NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT IRRITATION due to smoking Camels!

Test Camels for yourself for 30 days. See how Camels suit you. "T-Zone"...T for Taste and T for Throat.

Yes—prove Camel mildness for yourself. You'll enjoy the Camel mildness test. You'll find out how mild a cigarette.

Money-Back Guarantee!
If you are not satisfied in any way, you may return the unopened package at any time, no questions asked. Paid for at any store, you may return the unopened package at any time, no questions asked.

J R. HOTEL MEN MEET
There will be a meeting of the Junior Hotel Men of America at 7:00 Monday night November 22 in the Hotel Administration building on Plum street. Those men interested are invited to be present.

C. P. Linder Is Guest Speaker At Chi Epsilon Initiation Rite
Members of the Chi Epsilon, the Civil Engineering School's honorary fraternity, and their new initiates had the opportunity of hearing and talking with C. P. Linder, Chief Engineer of the South Atlantic Division, U. S. Corps of Engineers, at their initiation banquet held in the ODK Banquet Hall, Thursday, Nov. 11. Mr. Linder, a Chi Epsilon brother, spoke to the fraternity regarding their careers after graduation. He described the various paths one might follow in engineering and the desirable qualities of each path. He brought out the necessary qualifications for men who followed each particular branch, and in a pleasant, down to earth manner gave experienced advice on just how to advance himself after finding a specific field. Mr. Linder showed the correlation between present day engineering curriculums and the qualities desired in the practicing engineer. He especially stressed the many benefits of engineering writing, and gave the members a good understanding of the over all picture as well as the practitioner's view of Civil Engineering.

Faculty Bulletin

A.S.C.E. AWARD—The American Society of Civil Engineers in New York announced this week that the 1947 Second Order of Merit of the J. C. Stevens Award was made to Carl E. Kindsvater, associate professor of civil engineering at Georgia Tech, for his contribution to a symposium on "Cavitation in Hydraulic Structures." In 1946, Professor Kindsvater received the society's Collingwood Prize for his paper on "Hydraulic Jump in Slipping Channels."

GEORGIA STATE PARKS MAP—A beautiful four-color map of Georgia's state parks may be obtained by faculty members from the Public Relations office.

SPECIAL PHYSICS LECTURE—All faculty and students are invited to attend a lecture in Room 156, Physics building, Tuesday, November 23 at 8 p.m. given by L. F. Parachini, engineer with Western Electrical Instrument Corp. His talk, "Behind the Instrument Panel," will be illustrated and a copy of "The Instrument Sketch Book" distributed to each member of the audience.

FACULTY EXCITMENT—Both the Constitution and the Journal have requested the Public Relations department for a list of faculty members who are specialists in some phase of business or engineering. It is planned to call upon these men from time to time to amplify and give a local tie-in to newspaper stories in their fields. Further details will be sent to faculty members through their school directors.

FACULTY NOTES—Dr. R. J. Raudebaugh, professor of chemical engineering, spoke on the subject, "Common Non-Ferrous Metals" on November 8. This is one of a series of monthly educational lectures for college and high school students being sponsored by the Georgia Chapter of the American Society for Metals. Mr. Roy A. Martin, research engineer, is the proud father of a baby girl born Nov. 16, weight 7 lbs., 3 1/2 lb., to be called Linda Christine.

RHODES RESTAURANT
Home of CULINARY ARTISTS
Features 85¢
CHEF'S SPECIAL
On Week Nights
Rhodes Restaurant
AT RHODES CENTER — Across from WSB-TV

Let Us Do Your Typing
Acme Typing Service
300-302 Peachtree Arcade
Alpine 0401

Money-Back Guarantee! If you are not satisfied in any way, you may return the unopened package at any time, no questions asked. Paid for at any store, you may return the unopened package at any time, no questions asked.
Dr. Warkentin, Lawson Psychiatrist, Explains Adjustments to Opposite Sex

Marriage Expert Traces Sex Shame
Origins to Adam and Eve Temptation

By Don Usher

"Eating from the Tree of Knowledge banished, through the ages, been thought dangerous," declared Dr. John Warkentin, Chief, Neuro-Psychiatry, Genesis.

"Sex Feels Start

Sexual feelings sometimewhat or perhaps before. It has been an integral part of our culture that sex are synonymous.

In declaring that the relation between mother and child is that of relative Garden of Eden, Dr. Warkentin used a blackboard to diagram the growth of a child. The first step pictured the child within the mother, safe and unthreatened. At birth and weaning and is known as the "negativistic" period. Between the ages of four-and-six the child first discovers its father.

The next step occurs at the time of puberty, by which time standards are set, may vary more than a second every four years, judging from the seventy-odd listeners, Dr. Warkentin pointed out that the origin of the earth's error could be in error of the radio, and so could be in error by more than one part in 300 million.

Scientist's Doubt Accuracy of the Earth

Scientists in Chicago, Illinois, are beginning to doubt about their knowledge of the earth's accuracy as humanity's master time-piece, the National Electronics Conference was told today.

Harry A. Moore, an engineer in the General Electric Company's general engineering and consulting laboratory, declared that the world's rotation, by which time standards are set, may vary more than a second every four years, judging from the seventy-odd listeners, Dr. Warkentin pointed out that the origin of the earth's error could be in error by more than one part in 300 million.

Statement Substantiated

The G-E engineer based his statement upon the following quotation from Capt. Guy W. Clark, superintendent of the Naval Observatory: "Judged by the longitude of Mercury...the rate of the earth's rotation in 1929 was about the slightly erratic rotation of the earth, and so could be in error by more than one part in 300 million."

The next step occurs at the time of puberty, by which time standards are set, may vary more than a second every four years, judging from the seventy-odd listeners, Dr. Warkentin pointed out that the origin of the earth's error could be in error by more than one part in 300 million.

Scientist, says--

As a candidate for President of the Senior Class I offer you the following proposals:

1. To provide informal graduation exercises at the end of every quarter.

2. To offer my personal time and effort for the purpose of settling individual Senior grievances.

3. To defend, support and inaugurate Senior rights and responsibilities.

4. To provide the Senior Class with frequent opportunities to meet each other socially.

5. To make the whole theme of my administration - "Service" - the mainspring of the success of our group.

Dr. David Baumbach, 'Britain Dine Hall is a non-profit, self-supporting establishment. Part of my job is to see that it is not making nor loses money," stated Dr. A. H. Barnes, head of the Dine Hall.

Much criticism has been directed toward the discontinuation of meal books. The fact is, however, that these books cost the students an additional $4.60 each year in increased food prices. The annual cost of printing the books is $2,000 and that of counting the meal tickets, $2,400. The ten percent cost that the students save by buying meal books is more than balanced by this added expense. The printers of the meal books are the only ones who profit by their use. The Dine Hall makes nothing. The students lose," was the feeling of the authorities.

Since meal books have been discontinued, price reductions have been made in several items, in spite of the higher cost of food. Club steaks have been reduced from 60 to 50 cents; Scotch steaks, from 25 to 20 cents; roast beef, from 40 to 35 cents; chicken, from 30 to 25 cents; mock veal cutlets, from 25 to 20 cents; and other smaller reductions have been made.

The reason that meal books are not being used this year, however, is that they were not printed in time to be issued. The printers have now been told to hold back the order until notified. Whether or not the meal books will be used is up to the students; they will pay for them, it was brought out by Mr. Barnes.

COX MUSIC SHOP

Latest with the HITS on Deco, RCA Victor, Columbia and Capitol.

VOICE AND PIANO RECORDING

161 Peachtree Street
Main 2378

Two things every college man should know!

1. This is a fun dancer. Unconventional in polite dancing. But not loud.

Holds her own with any audience.

A "Manhattan" sportshirt holds its own with audiences, too.

2. This is a "Manhattan" sportshirt. Not timid about that colorful Scotch plaid. Superbly tailored for style and easy comfort. Fabric is washable rayon...one favorite men's store now.

GEORGIA DIAMOND MERCHANTS

305 Healey Blvd.
Phone CY. 1730

Remember the address
BUT NO DEFENDANTS

Tech-Georgia Relations revolve around a few wrongdoers

The Ga. Tech-University of Georgia Better Relations Committee met this week in Athens for its monthly session. The usual banquet with lots of good-looking women around the table, the exchange of public gestures that improve considerably the relations between the members of the committees of the two schools we can't see. This organization is the baby of much hand shaking, many cases of wine drinking, and most noble in concept . . . "committees that tend to no controls over the umpty-ump students in­

The attack on the freshman "character" who used "Varga" girls in his campaign was very much in the air. Tell me one thing that is not used in modern politics to bring a name to a political party. The "Varga" girls are just far more pleasing to the eye than a name printed in huge black letters with some silly slogan following such as, "It won't be a loss to vote for Gross," or, "Put in Dan, the clean-­

What can this organization do? There are only a few wrongdoers. That seems to be about as far as anyone has gone in this direction. I would think that the person who wrote your brief article "Montgomery County Journal" has the truth printed instead of the twisted version presented in the Nov. 17 issue of The Technique.

It is a shame to see such a work of art destroyed by neglect. Someone has removed the top to the glass case protecting the beautiful sculpture of the gladiator in British Hall. The statue is getting chipped and dirty.

Mr. Underwood was the defense coun­
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Fall AA Math 101 Students Eligible for Math Club Soon

Those students who make AA in Math 101 this fall will be eligible to join the AA Math Club next quarter. This is a new organization at Tech and is sponsored by Phi Eta Sigma, the freshman honor society. Its purpose is to encourage interest in mathematics.

To Meet Monthly

The club will meet monthly during the winter and spring quarters. Its meetings will be largely in the hands of the students themselves, the intention being to have a minimum of faculty guidance. At these meetings carefully prepared short papers will be presented, thus permitting 8 or 9 students to participate in a single program. For example, there would be a paper on interesting incidents in the lives of mathematicians such as Euler, Descartes and Newton; rigorous proofs of certain theorems in algebra; application of algebra and elementary mathematics in engineering. The English department has agreed to cooperate in this venture and will give credit to those students who submit papers to the AA Math Club.

Smith and Hefner Cooperative

The Club has the approval and cooperation of Dr. D. M. Smith, Head of the Mathematics Department, and of Dean R. A. Hefner of the General College. Professor Fulmer is the faculty advisor of the organization. There will be no dues, Phi Eta Sigma having agreed to underwrite the incidental expense. After the spring quarter members will become inactive, and thus the club will start over again with four students with new members. Each group will elect its own officers who will be responsible during their two terms of active membership.

Reserve Commissions Offered to Collegians Completing 2nd Year

The Department of the Army will offer commissions as reserve second lieutenants for active duty to young male citizens who have served in the armed forces of the United States, have completed two or more years of college, and are not liable to be called to service in the United States Army, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, or Air Force during the period 7 December 1943 to 30 June 1947.

Personnel applying for appointment shall be sponsored by the Student Council for Enlistment. Candidates who have completed two years of college shall have been separated under honorable discharge following appointment or have been discharged from the armed forces as second lieutenants in the Organized Reserve Corps. Such personnel must have completed at least one year's active service in any of the armed forces of the United States. It is anticipated that provisions will be made for this activity in the school budget for next year.

Pipes and Lighters

Home Beverages Delivery Co.

Havana Club Rum

Have You Answered Our Invitation? Come and see us on your way to Referees' Row

Statham Wins

Gordon Statham displayed cool control to win the fall tennis tournament last Sunday at Peters Park. Tom Davenport was runner-up, losing 2-6, 3-6. There were over forty competitors.

Devoe ARTIST SUPPLIES

First Choice of Leading Artists

WE CARRY A COMPLETE SELECTION

DEVOE & RAYNOLDS CO.

78 North Broad Street
Main 2377

For further information contact Headquarters, YBTC.

The Army, like the professions and businesses, appreciates fully the national need for higher education and it realizes the intent nor the desire of the Army to encourage college students to abandon an assured college course in order to enter the service. The Army is, however, interested in those students who for financial reasons are unable to complete their college education and who must choose their life's work.

Your life's work, whether it be the highest intellectual or physical effort, requires thorough training at the right college. The Georgia Tech College Inn, owned and operated by the Georgia Institute of Technology, offers you that training while you are completing your college work. Here, you will have the benefits of a campus residence hall and the advantages of the finest academic training.

Respectfully submitted,

Travis Brannon,
President of Tech Management Club.

Claretin Found in RockGrill

-found at the Rock Grill a clarinet. Owner may have by identifying at the Rock Grill.

For further information contact

TEX BRANSON
President O. D. K.
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The Army, like the professions and businesses, appreciates fully the national need for higher education and it realizes the intent nor the desire of the Army to encourage college students to abandon an assured college course in order to enter the service. The Army is, however, interested in those students who for financial reasons are unable to complete their college education and who must choose their life's work.

Your life's work, whether it be the highest intellectual or physical effort, requires thorough training at the right college. The Georgia Tech College Inn, owned and operated by the Georgia Institute of Technology, offers you that training while you are completing your college work. Here, you will have the benefits of a campus residence hall and the advantages of the finest academic training.

Respectfully submitted,

Travis Brannon,
President of Tech Management Club.
Jacket Subs Primed for Duty
As Doddmen Tackle “Bulldogs”

By Lenny Frieden

With the all-important Thanksgiving clash with Georgia only a week off, Georgia Tech’s ever-dangerous Yellow Jackets will attempt to regain their winning ways as they play host to the Bulldogs of Citadel here at Grant Field tomorrow afternoon.

Although the clash with Citadel is rated as a breather, Coach Bobby Dodd is taking no chances and expects to at least open up with his first stringers in an effort to roll up an early comfortable lead. If the Jackets punch the scoring column in the initial part of the game, it is expected that the entire squad will see action before hostilities are over.

McKinney In Action

McKinney has been promised the immediate delivery of a new convertible if he can reach paydirt against the Cadets and consequently the chunky little Techster has been looking forward to this game all year. In past season’s Furman contest, Hayes first realized his running prowess and tore through the opposing line for lengthy gains on many occasions. This year, he has been used only against Florida.

Stars Out

The weavers of the White and Gold will enter the fray minus the services of their two top line backers, fullback Frank Ziegler and center Lewis Hook. Ziegler suffered a broken out of last week’s Alabama disaster with a wrenched knee. Hook, incidently, had been slated to see erasing these plans.

As the game progresses, several of Tech’s outstanding linemen hope to have gone to the showers, the fans will be treated to a display of speed and agility from the backfield stars of the reserve forces. Some of these lads expected to at least open up with his first stringers in an effort to roll up an early comfortable lead. If the Jackets punch the scoring column in

McKinney Demonstrates the running style which he hopes will carry him to a touchdown (and a new

Flashy “Halfback” Hayes McKinney will enter the game to display his running ability as soon as Tech has a safe lead.

THE “Flash” in Action

Ready for the winter formals?
Check these necessary items
... all to be found in
THE UNIVERSITY SHOP

“After Six” Tuxedo $50
Midnight blue worsted tuxedo with gros-grain lapels... finely tailored in a single button long roll model. 34 to 44, Reg. long.

Tux Shirt. Pleated busom. 14-17 $6.50
Bow Tie. Ready tied or to-tie styles... 1.50
Swank Dress Sets. Studs, links $3.50-7.50.
Bootsnsock $1.00
Black Hose. Interwoven nylons $1.00
Suspenders. Block, white, maroon $2.00-2.50

*Post 20% tax

THE UNIVERSITY SHOP
third floor
ZACHARY
85-87 Peachtree St.
Basketballers Offered Court For Practicing
By Ray Wyngarden

Anyone desiring to enter a basketball team in this year's intramural round robin extended the privileges of using the Naval Armory basketball court for practice after the 15th of November.

Practice space is available for two teams after 8:30 p.m. each night assigned to the Intramural Director. Inasmuch as many of the season's contests will be played in the Armory, practice space here should be helpful to team members.

Reservations for the use of these facilities should be made with Mrs. Mosley at the Intramural desk in the A.A. building. Consult Mrs. Mosley for information concerning any equipment needed.

The organizational meeting for intramural basketball will be held Monday night, November 29, as previously scheduled in the intramural sports booklet. Play is to start on the 6th of December.

Men attempting to organize teams from fraternities, clubs, or dorms not previously represented by an intramural athletic team are especially urged to take advantage of this chance to try out prospective team members before the actual season's play begins.

Intramural Trophies To Be Shown Soon

Trophies to be offered to Intramural Sports winners in fall and winter Intramural sports are beginning to arrive, the Intramural Director announced this week.

In order that those competing in Intramurals can see what they are battling for, these trophies and the medals accompanying them will be displayed in the Administration building in the near future.

Medals for cross-country and wrestling will be displayed. These are the only sports offered during the fall and winter that can be won by individuals.

The trophies to be displayed will be those to be awarded to the Fraternity and Independent champions in all the sports offered in the Intramural program this fall and winter.

These sports are: touch football, volleyball, croquet, cross-country, wrestling, and basketball.

Intramural Schedules

necessary.

Wednesday, 1 December - Fraternity champions vs. Geechee Club (Independent champions).

Football

Friday, 19 November
Red Raiders vs. Calloway Apts.
Kappa Sigma vs. T. E. Phi.

Sunday, 21 November
Delta Tau Delta vs. Kappa Sigma.
Phi Kappa Sigma vs. Pi Kappa Phi.
Phi Epsilon Pi vs. Phi Sigma Kappa.
Lafourche vs. Red Raiders.
Geechee Club vs. Ocup Club.
Sigma Chi vs. Kappa Alpha.
T. E. Phi vs. Pi Kappa Alpha.
Phi Kappa Tau vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Chi Psi vs. Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Harris Dorm vs. Calloway Apts.
Taus vs. Baptist Students.
Chi Phi vs. Beta Theta Pi.
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Beat Georgia!

JUNIORS
VOTE on Tuesday, Nov. 23
Elect
BRIAN 'BB' BROWN
President of the Junior Class

"CHESTERFIELD is building another big, new factory for us smokers who like the MILD Cigarette...
It's MY cigarette."

Arthur Godfrey
RADIO'S FAVORITE SON
STAR OF CHESTERFIELD'S
ARTHUR GODFREY TIME

"I wish I could take you in my Navion plane over the big, new factory Chesterfield is building at Durham, N. C. It's a honey. It will help supply the ever-increasing demand for the MILD Cigarette."

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD
MAKE YOURS THE MILD CIGARETTE...They Satisfy